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About This Game

Are you really ready for the zombie apocalypse?

Zombie Training Simulator is the dominant authority and world's most advanced zombie preparation tool. We train you with
real world weapons, tactics and scenarios to ensure that you are well equipped when the day comes.

Are zombies coming on space ships? Do zombies possess super powers? Will animals become zombies? Nope! We've done the
research on the most likely zombie characteristics and are here to make sure you're prepared.

Train and unlock powerful weapons including pistols, shotguns and machine guns. Learn the incredible zombie stopping power
of each weapon. See how much zombies love fresh meat, sound and explosives. Combining these tactics will make you a truly

distinguished zombie apocalypse survivor.

Play our speed tests to prepare your wicked accuracy, and try survival mode to practice surviving the ever increasing zombie
hoards before it's time to run. Our integrated global leaderboard system displays your progress and capabilities around the

world. Will you be the first person your friends will call when the day comes?

When the news reports the zombies are here and your friend gives you a call, "They're here. I need you," how will you respond?

That's right, you'll say "I'll be right over. We've got this thanks to ZTS!"

We hope you're as excited as we are to prepare the world for the impending zombie invasion. Are you truly prepared?
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Title: Zombie Training Simulator
Genre: Action
Developer:
Acceleroto, Inc.
Publisher:
Acceleroto, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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I got this in my Vive bundle. It's 20$? Really? It's not really worth that. The gameplay is very shallow. Worst of all, the long
weapons can't be held with both hands (as far as I can tell). Nothing worse than shooting a shotgun or asault rifle one handed.
And then it auto reloads.

On top of that, it's really grindey in order to unlock the guns. I wouldn't mind so much if the gameplay was more fun.

Would not recommend for 20$, at all.. I wanted to enjoy this game. The lighthearted zombie cutouts were amusing, the game
looked and felt good, and the sounds of the guns were solid.

However it's just not worth $20 by any stretch of the imagination ($10 would be more favorable, but still iffy).

The game is so bare in it's content, that it's just not that fun after an hour or two.

Yeah I can unlock more guns (Progression is actually a great tool that some of these content-lacking VR games should use), and
there are leaderboards... But outside of those there's really nothing.

The gameplay is very bland, the shooting mechanics while acceptable, seriously need some more active "reload" mechanism,
and regardless of the change in levels they all feel identical.

VR is pretty bare game-wise at the time of this review, but even still this sort of empty feeling game just feels overpriced..
Great game! Makes a lot of fun and is easily the least scary Zombie game out there!. Want to like this game. Really want to like
this game. Sadly boring after the first few levels. It's a well-made game, Just very little content.. This is the first time I ever
wrote a review for any game on Steam (even with 700+ in my library).

I've so far had the vive for a week and have around 70 games\/demoes so far.

This is by far one of my top 5 games for VR. If you want a great shooter, this is the one to get - the feel of the shooting rivals
H3VR, even though it is cartoon zombies - the graphics, especially when it comes to the iron sights is crystal clear which makes
it a lot more realistic to aim properly than in most other VR shooters I've tried so far. I've been in the military for over 20 years
now, so I have some experience firing guns, and something about the mechanics in this game makes it feel right.

Do NOT let the cartoony style fool you - this is a must buy for your Vive - it is worth every penny!

Edit: If I could ask for one single addition it would be to allow for manual reload of weapons using your offhand vive controller
the same way it is done in H3VR. That would make it all but perfect.. It looks good, it feels good, it is interesting and
challenging. The game is just right for VR.

This is very calm review. Actual impression was like "HAHAHA HOLY S*** IT"S AWESOME OMG LOOK AT THEM
BOOM!!!11". I played about 2 hours on the first night. The guns feel very satisfying to shoot. It is pretty fun to fight your way
out when you're surrounded by ten zombies right in your face. You can also physically hit them with the gun. Tossing a propane
tank into the air and shooting it is pretty cool. Good idea to make individual scoreboards based on weapon selection.

It may be just another VR shooter, but did hold my interest longer than any of the other Vive arcade shooter games on my first
play - I think that says a lot. When I play a popular space shooter, I only get 15 minutes out of it till I get bored. The game has
several different levels and game modes which keep it from feeling stale too quickly.

I think the sale price that I paid is worth it. I hope a few more weapons or levels are added later.. The suns shining the radios
playing, looks like another good day for zombie slaying!
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A pretty solid game and easy to pick.

It's cartoon aesthetic is really nice in vr and it doesn't try to scare the pants off you like other zombie games.

The crows foot skill test has been a favorite for a lot of my friends, and makes for a good first vr shooter experience as you can
jump straight in try out a bunch of guns, shoot some zombies, all without crapping yourself.
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The suns shining the radios playing, looks like another good day for zombie slaying!

A pretty solid game and easy to pick.

It's cartoon aesthetic is really nice in vr and it doesn't try to scare the pants off you like other zombie games.

The crows foot skill test has been a favorite for a lot of my friends, and makes for a good first vr shooter experience as you can
jump straight in try out a bunch of guns, shoot some zombies, all without crapping yourself.

. Want to like this game. Really want to like this game. Sadly boring after the first few levels. It's a well-made game, Just very
little content.. Nephew and I playing this constantly. Great gun physics. Dream feature is a co-op campaign mode where one
person goes then the other etc through an awesome storyline. Thumbs up recommend. Have it mirrored out to a big tv and it's a
blast to watch too.. This is one of those games that looks super average in video and screenshots that you really have to play to
appreciate. The guns feel natural to use and killing wooden zombie cutouts is so satisfying when they explode into little bits after
a headshot. One of the few games i've experienced in VR where an hour dissapeared on moments.. This is one of those games
that looks super average in video and screenshots that you really have to play to appreciate. The guns feel natural to use and
killing wooden zombie cutouts is so satisfying when they explode into little bits after a headshot. One of the few games i've
experienced in VR where an hour dissapeared on moments.. Nephew and I playing this constantly. Great gun physics. Dream
feature is a co-op campaign mode where one person goes then the other etc through an awesome storyline. Thumbs up
recommend. Have it mirrored out to a big tv and it's a blast to watch too.
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